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Abstract

What distinguishes authentic memes from those created
by state actors? I utilize a self-supervised vision model,
DeepCluster, to learn low-dimensional visual embeddings of
memes and apply K-means to jointly cluster authentic and
coordinated memes without additional inputs. I find that au-
thentic and coordinated memes share a large fraction of visual
themes but with varying degrees. Coordinated memes from
Russian IRA accounts promote more themes around celebri-
ties, quotes, screenshots, military, and gender. Authentic Red-
dit memes include more themes with comics and movie char-
acters. A simple logistic regression on the low-dimensional
embeddings can discern IRA memes from Reddit memes
with an out-sample testing accuracy of 0.84.

Introduction
Visual memes (broadly defined as images-with-text) are ev-
erywhere on social media; a large fraction is political. Ac-
cording to a panel of 490K Twitter users with voter reg-
istration, 19% of their tweets are classified as memes, and
30% of the memes are politically relevant (Du, Masood, and
Joseph 2020). Another study on political misinformation in
Indian WhatsApp groups finds that 30% of the visual mis-
information are memes (Garimella and Eckles 2020). There
are legitimate concerns around state-linked online informa-
tion operations affecting political behavior, but most studies
to date do not leverage the wealth of data in images.

This project aims to document what kinds of visual
frames are commonly promoted by state actors compared
to generic, authentic memes promoted by regular non-state
users. I use a large sample of data from Russian IRA ac-
counts released by Twitter and collect a large sample of
authentic memes from r/memes on Reddit. I feed a bal-
anced sample of both coordinated state-linked memes and
authentic memes (memes promoted by regular users) into
a self-supervised vision model (Caron et al. 2019) to learn
the lower-dimensional representations for each meme. I then
apply the standard K-means clustering algorithm to the rep-
resentations to find the clusters of memes. I find that coor-
dinated and authentic memes differ in the visual themes and
that a simple logistic regression on the lower-dimensional
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representations can achieve reasonable accuracy in predict-
ing coordinated vs. authentic memes (on the test set, AUC
0.91, accuracy 0.84, F1-score 0.84).

Compared with similar methods relying on multimodal
neural networks (Beskow, Kumar, and Carley 2020; Du, Ma-
sood, and Joseph 2020), Bag-of-Visual-Words (BOVW), or
Perceptual hashing (pHash) (Zannettou et al. 2018, 2019),
this transfer learning framework does not rely on extensive
tagging (cf. multimodal models), does not only learn on lo-
cal visual features (cf. BOVW), and does not require memes
to be nearly identical (cf. pHash).

Prior Works and Limitations
Twitter released a ground truth dataset of state-linked oper-
ations, including the 1.8M images posted by the accounts
controlled by the Russian Internet Research Agency (IRA)
during the 2016 US Presidential election. Qualitative stud-
ies pointed out that IRA employees are assessed for meme-
making capabilities (DiResta, Grossman, and Siegel 2021).
Other studies used textual data from IRA found asymmetric
flooding of entertainment, not necesarrily politics, as a strat-
egy (Cirone and Hobbs 2022), and that textual content is
a reasonable predictor for state-linked campaigns (Alizadeh
et al. 2020). Previous work, in a similar effort, also docu-
mented the spread of IRA memes online using Perceptual
hashing (pHash) of images (Zannettou et al. 2019). How-
ever, there is a lack of systematic understanding of the am-
plification of visual themes by state-linked actors compared
to organic ones.

Methodology
This project has the following steps, which will be explained
in subsections.
1. Collect state-linked images, organic memes, and non-

meme image-with-text data (as negative samples).
2. Classify state-linked images into memes vs. non-memes.
3. Extracting embeddings of visual feature jointly for both

coordinated and authentic memes.
4. Cluster memes based on the vectors of embeddings.
5. Label the clusters and compare the difference in propor-

tions between coordinated and authentic memes.
6. Train a simple baseline model based on visual embed-

dings to distinguish coordinated and authentic memes.
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Figure 1: Distribution of predicted probability of memes for
IRA images

Data collection
The primary coordinated data are the images shared by IRA
on Twitter. Other than the dataset from Twitter, I collected
26K generic memes collected from the r/meme subreddit
and 15K non-meme image-with-text data (COCO-text, (Veit
et al. 2016)) as negative samples for training meme vs. non-
meme classifier. The reason for choosing non-meme image-
with-text data as negative samples for training is that we
would not want models simply picking up textual features
in images and classifying images into with vs. without text.
We contend there there can still be coordinated memes in the
r/meme subreddit, but the percentage should be low and is
ouside of the scope of this project.

Classify images into memes
I trained a state-of-the-art deep learning classifier based on
ResNet-50 to classify the images shared by IRA into memes
vs. non-memes. The accuracy is greater than 0.97 on the test
set. Most predicted probabilities are either 0 or 1. Based on
this, I find that around 40% of the images shared by the IRA
accounts can be classified as memes (see Figure 1 for a his-
togram of predicted probability).

Figure 8 in Appendix shows a sample of predicted meme
vs. non-meme IRA images. There is room for improvements
in accuracy. But since there is no universally accepted def-
inition to serve as ground truth for labeling memes, this
might be a simpler procedure without human labeling. For
better comparisons, the later analysis will only use the IRA
subsample that I classified as memes (predicted probability
>0.9) to compare with authentic memes on Reddit.

Extracting representations of visual features
Most traditional image classification tasks are based on su-
pervised learning, but it is hard to scale, especially for
memes. Another approach, recently picked-up by social sci-
entists (eg, Torres (2018)), is to extract keypoints via scale-
invariant feature transform (SIFT) and find Bag-of-Visual-
Words (BOVW) feature representation (Sivic and Zisserman
2003) by building patches around the neighbor of keypoints
and finding clusters of patches. However, this method tends
to only focus on local features around the patches and can
be not meaningful enough for interpretation.

Figure 2: DeepCluster Pipeline (from Chaudhary (2020))

This paper leverages DeepCluster (Caron et al. 2019, also
introduced to the social scientists by Zhang and Peng (2021)
that found successes in social science applications), a recent
self-supervised method for clustering images. See Figure
2 for the pipeline for DeepCluster. Specifically, DeepClus-
ter learns pseudo-labels iteratively by grouping features into
clusters and uses the subsequent assignments as supervision
to update the weights of the convolutional neural network
(ConvNet).

I feed a balanced sample of coordinated IRA memes and
authentic Reddit memes (each of size 26K) into DeepClus-
ter jointly. Notice that the IRA/Reddit labels are not inputs
of the model since this is an unsupervised algorithm, and
we also don’t want the model to memorize the labels at
this stage. For faster training, I use pre-trained weights re-
leased by the authors (based on the VGG-16 model trained
on the ImageNet dataset). ImageNet contains 1.28M images
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Figure 3: Example memes from Clusters 5 (top) and 46
(bottom). For each, the first row contains the 5 memes near-
est to the center of the cluster; the 2-4 rows contain 15
random memes from that cluster. Red border indicates the
meme is from IRA; blue border indicates the meme is from
Reddit.
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Figure 4: t-SNE projection of IRA and Reddit memes.
Each point represents a meme from IRA or Reddit. Each
color indicates a cluster (K-means with K=100 and Eu-
clidean distance) on the embedding space learned from
DeepCluster (Caron et al. 2019). Each number indicates the
index of the cluster, labeled at the centroid of the cluster.
Red indicates that the cluster has the highest percentage of
memes from IRA; blue indicates that the cluster has the
highest percentage of memes from Reddit. See Figure 5 for
a complete list of the 100 clusters.

of 1000 categories such as scenes, places, and objects. Thus,
the learned embeddings should be helpful in finding general
themes in images, not just localized features (e.g., textures)
like those in BOVW. The code and pre-trained weights are
publicly available on the GitHub repository of Facebook Re-
search. I extract the final layer of the ConvNet before clas-
sification (a 4096-dimensional vector) for each meme as a
representation of the visual features.

Cluster the memes and label the clusters
After getting representations for each meme, I train the stan-
dard K-means algorithm with K=100 and Euclidean distance
on the 4096-dimensional embedding space. The choice of K
is still arbitrary at this stage. The idea is to choose a large
enough K and combine similar clusters at the later stage.

After clustering, I see the images within each cluster to
label the clusters. Specifically, I sample 5 representative
memes (memes that are nearest to the center of the clusters)
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0: Texts on paper
33: Russian face

22: 2 people pictures
16: Russian politicians

12: Printed documents
53: Staring face

92: Staring male face
69: Face close up

74: Annoyed male face
96: Quotes/white

57: Quotes/dark
93: Female face

44: Old male figures
7: Multiple panels

94: Missles/bomb/war zone
4: Politician portrait

27: Slogans
98: Group meetings

66: Screenshots/Google
76: Quotes/white

35: Screenshots/posts
85: Charts/logos

5: Gathering/military
52: Quotes/face

31: Military/polics
14: Russian symbols

21: Screenshots/comments
99: Screenshots/Tweets

40: Shocking face
89: Screenshots/charts

1: Screenshots/websites
73: Purse lips

41: Staring eyes
3: Big mouth

70: Naughty man
29: Confrontations

28: Screenshots/Tweets
82: Gadgets

48: Politician speaking
18: Constructions

30: Quotes/boards
8: Holding stuff

25: Red maps
75: Piece of paper
49: Slogans/dark

46: Comparing figures
90: Conversation cloud memes

26: Weapons
20: Cats/dogs memes

83: Flags/symbos
23: Quotes on paper

47: Multiple panels/people
39: Straight face male

77: Chaotic scenes
61: 4 panel comics

15: Duolingo/diagrams
68: Cold scenes

60: Criminal/People wanted
71: Road scenes

13: Hand drawn comics
11: Screenshots/Tweets dark

37: Quotes/dark
95: Screenshots/pics

55: Screenshots/news
72: Compare multiple faces

81: Simpsons/Rick and Morty
65: Screenshot/Tweets dark

43: Jake/Simpsons
64: Multiple panels
63: 4 panel memes
67: Multiple panels

56: Screenshots/banner
38: Dark scenes

88: Left/right memes
45: 4 panel memes

34: Sites/facilites
97: 4 panel comics
17: 4 panel memes

86: Character labeling
54: Wink face
62: Creatures

59: Top/bottom memes
80: Top/bottom memes

42: Character labeling
10: Office

36: Dogs memes
6: Winnie the Pooh

50: SpongeBob memes
19: Animal memes

24: Presentation memes
58: People talking memes

9: Dark/unclear
91: SpongeBob/Rick and Morty

2: Winnie the Pooh
78: Thomas/Incredibles
51: Movie scene memes

84: Bugs Bunny
79: Bugs/Plankton

32: Unsettled Tom meme
87: Black Hackerman meme

Figure 5: Cluster labels and shares of IRA/Reddit memes
Percentages are calculated by the number of memes from
IRA (Reddit) in a cluster out of total number of memes from
IRA (Reddit), respectively. The clusters are ordered by the
percentages.

https://github.com/facebookresearch/deepcluster
https://github.com/facebookresearch/deepcluster


and 15 random memes within that clusters (to ensure the ro-
bustness of the distance measure). See Figure 3 for examples
from Clusters 5 and 46. Some more examples are in Figure
7 in the Appendix.

Preliminary Findings

Figure 4 plots the t-SNE projection of the learned visual
embeddings for each meme. Each point represents a meme
from IRA or Reddit; each color indicates a clustering result
from K-means. Each number indicates the index of the clus-
ter, labeled at the centroid of the cluster. For each cluster,
we also calculate the percentage of memes in that cluster
(for IRA and Reddit memes separately). Red indicates that
the cluster has the highest percentage of memes from IRA;
blue indicates that the cluster has the highest percentage of
memes from Reddit.

One can see that clusters located near the top of Fig-
ure 4 involve mostly pictures of public figures (politicians,
celebrities). Clusters located near the bottom involve mostly
screenshots (Twitter/Facebook posts, quotes/slogans, news
websites/headlines, messages, etc.). Clusters located near
the top left consist of the common “memes”: pictures sur-
rounded by text. Clusters located near the bottom left con-
sist of comics, maps, charts, etc. Most clusters are complex
mixing of images, text, pictures, screenshots, and comics.

Figure 5 presents a complete list of clusters, and la-
bels, along with the percentage count within IRA/Reddit
memes. For example, cluster 99 (one of the clusters involv-
ing Screenshots/Tweets) accounts for 4% of the IRA memes.
The top row indicates that the cluster has the highest relative
percentage of IRA memes (around 1% of IRA memes and no
Reddit memes); the bottom row indicates that the cluster has
the lowest relative percentage of IRA memes (0.5% of Red-
dit memes and no IRA memes). One can see that, towards
the top of the list (more common in IRA memes), there are
more themes around pictures of public figures, quotes, slo-
gans, screenshots, and scenes related to military or gender.
In comparison, towards the bottom of the list (more com-
mon in Reddit memes), there are more comics, cats/dogs,
superheroes, and movie scenes. Noticeably, Reddit memes
usually evolve around fixated “frames” where free online
meme-creating tools can help you create memes with the
same frame without editing the whole meme yourself. Al-
though these tools are wildly available in the West, it seems
like the IRA accounts are not utilizing these tools to generate
memes with popular frames.

Can machine learning discern IRA memes from Reddit
memes simply by using the 4096-dimensional visual repre-
sentations? I train a simple logistic regression using only the
visual representations learned by DeepCluster with a 70/30
train/test split. This simple baseline using visual representa-
tions alone achieves training accuracy 0.90, AUC 0.91, test-
ing accuracy 0.84, precision 0.84, recall 0.84, F1-score 0.84.
See Figure 6 for the confusion matrix for this logistic regres-
sion.

Figure 6: Confusion matrix for logistic regression pre-
dicting IRA memes using only visual representations

Discussions and Future Steps
In these preliminary experiments, I find that coordinated
IRA memes and authentic Reddit memes share a large set
of visual themes but with varying degrees. IRA memes pro-
mote more pictures of celebrities, quotes, screenshots, and
images related to military and gender. Reddit memes involve
more comics and movie characters. I also find that using a
simple logistic regression on the learned visual representa-
tions can reasonably discern coordinated memes from au-
thentic ones.

The proposed method, based on DeepCluster (Caron et al.
2019), does not rely on labels and can learn broader themes
of images. In contrast, BOVW only learns about local visual
features within patches, and pHash requires that images be
nearly identical. They can be less useful in identifying the
visual themes of memes.

I plan to extend this framework to find better representa-
tions of visual themes:

• With the successes of multimodal transformer mod-
els (such as VisualBERT, ViLBERT, and VL-BERT) in
Facebook’s Hateful Memes Challenge, we can extract
texts and entity/race tags and learn a more flexible model
to get richer embeddings not only based on vision but
also interacts with texts and other augmented informa-
tion.

• It is possible to better preprocess memes to strip off struc-
tures that are less related to themes (such as a number of
panels within a meme) so that meme structures would not
dominate during clustering.

• It is also possible to utilize more flexible clustering mod-
els so that each meme does not only belong to one cluster
but a distribution of clusters (similar to the Latent Dirich-
let Allocation, Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003)) or even to
include covariates such as source, time, or other meta-
data for building clusters (similar to the Structural Topic
Model, Roberts et al. (2013)).

Appendix
• Figure 7: examples of representative memes from se-

lected clusters.

https://ai.facebook.com/blog/hateful-memes-challenge-winners/


• Figure 8: examples of IRA images predicted as memes
and non-memes.
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Figure 7: Representative memes from selected clusters. For each panel, the index of cluser is on the top left. The first row
contains the 5 memes nearest to the center of the cluster; the 2-4 rows contain 15 random memes from that cluster. Red border
indicates the meme is from IRA; blue border indicates the meme is from Reddit.



Figure 8: Predicted memes (top) and non-memes (bottom) of IRA images. See Methodology for details.


